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“City-building-complex”, a complex building comprising several city functions, 
is the outcome of modern city when it developed into a certain period. It is an 
integrated system in which each function could serve and reinforce one another. With 
city expansion and high-speed urbanization,city-building-complex has become an 
indispensable essential ingredient in the city. As an advanced organic system, 
city-building-complex can not only save the land-use and shorten traffic distances,but  
also help us improve working efficiency and yield high percentages from investment. 
Nowadays, city-building-complex has beyond the definition of architecture itself, 
burdening more city functions and actively intervenes in urban space system with its 
own building space,to form a layered public compound space system. 
Furthermore,building functions in city-building-complex interact with each other 
through public compound spaces, let these spaces become the most active space in the 
city.  
This paper starts with space analysis on a great number of real projects, 
attempting to explore the structure system and modes of  public compound space in 
the complex,as well as the organizing approaches of these spaces. Then, design 
principles and concrete design manners of public compound sapce are brought out in 
order to make complex design more efficient and reasonable,benefiting our society 
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